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FLARE PATH TO MUNICH

After their failure to stop Bomber Coreman's heavy attack on Mannheim on Sunday

night with gunfire and fighters, the Germans once more tried out flares to light up

our aircraft when they attacked Munich last night.

They had Brought out everything to defend Hitler's "adopted” city. Light and

heavy flak, together with hundreds of searchlights, and squadrons of fighters lay low

until the first salvo of homes was dropped# Then old. the defences went into action*

A great weight of high explosives and incendiaries were dropped in about half-an-hour,

As the bombing became more and more intense the gunfire wavered and fell away* but

the searchlights held on grimly to the gaps in the clouds immediately over the target,
and tried to cone the bombers for the fighters*

The flares dropped from a great height took as long as 20 minutes to fall to the

ground. One pilot saw as many as 10 being dropped at a time, and several crews

described how the Germans tried to make a brilliant path of light along, the route

to the city.

A large part of our force had bombed and had left by the time the Germans had

laid their first "flare path" thousands of feet above the city, and the remainder found

that the flares often helped them to pick out the fighters being rushed up to the

battle, A pilot saw three enemy aircraft shot down over the town. As one hit

the ground and burst into flames, another was falling on fire.

Warrant Officer A*H, Fotheringham, an Australian pilot of a Halifax, of Sydney,
arrived over Munich several minutes before zero hour. There was not a sign of life

from the defences and he circled round the city three times without either the guns

or the fighters attempting to interfere. Then the first bomb crashed down and the

defences "kicked back with all they'd got", W/O Fotheringham waited a little to

watch the opening of the attack, and then he too, went in to bomb.

"As we made for the target", he said, "my gunner spotted five fighters, all

flying closely. There was a formation of three just above:,, another one was on the

starboard bow and the fifth on the port side, We shook them off, bombed, and were

out again before the gunfire could touch us* It was then that I saw the German

f ighters dropping their first line of flares right over the. track of the bombers.

They lit up the sky so brilliantly that it became as clear as day and they made a

path about two miles long. Many of us had finished bombing then The attack,

in fact, was packed into such a short time that the fighters did not seem to get a

chance to organise themselves, although as we turner for home we could see tracer

flashing across the sky. One of the last things we saw of Munich was a gigantic

explosion in the target area, It was a real 'corker' and., as the deep red flames

died down, black oily smoke billowed up".

Another Halifax .pilot, Pilot Officer F,.Walker, of Moreton~Marsh, Gloucester-

shire, saw towards the end of the attack bombers and fighters in the flare path*

Combats between bombers and fighters were going -on all around.

A Stirling pilot who was one of the last over the target said that the
were getting well alight by the time he left c»

"Through the gap in the clouds"
,

he said, "I could see thick smoke rolling up

and it had reached a height of at least three miles, When we were 150 miles on our

vway home my near gunner told .me ever the inter. comm, that he could, still sè the.
glow of the fires,"

From crews reports it would appear that the Germans used almost every type of

fighter, Me. 1098, and. 210s, Ju.88s, F, 190s, and Do.2l7s , reports

have not yet been-checked but it is known that several enemy aircraft were brought
down,

Not only is Munich the headquarters of the Nazi party, but it is an impormnt

industrial end transport centre,' Many additional^ factories were built when the Nazis
came to power, including aircraft engine plants with a large output,

Munich is a large railway terminus with lines radiating to all parts of the Reich,
and Czechoslovakia, Austria, Italy and. Switzerland.


